
Homework Set 1

CMCS 22620/32620, Spring 2004

Assigned: April 5, 2004
Due: April 12, 2004

1. (Subtyping)

(a) I am sure everybody understands that the following line of reasoning is
wrong:

(a ≥ b) ∧ (a ≥ c) ∧ (b ≥ d) ⇒ (c ≥ d)

Explain in English how this is related to the Java arrayco-variancebug that
we discussed in class. If you like, you can illustrate the problem using the
following code snippet:

classA { . . .}
classB extendsA { . . .}
...
B [] bx = newB [10];
A [] ax = bx;
A c = newA ();
A [0] = c;

(You should not need more than a short paragraph for your explanation.)

(b) I added conditional expressions of the forme1?e2:e3 to Minijava. Here,e1

has to return a value of typeboolean; if it is true, thene2 gets evaluated
and returned, otherwisee3.
Explain in English what the typing rule for this construct should be. In
particular, how is the result type of the whole construct related to the types
of e2 ande3? (Hint: In the class hierarchy shown below, think about what
the types of the following expressions are:
(c?newC(): newD()) (c?newC(): newE()) (c?newB(): newA())
Here is the class hierarchy:

classA { . . .}
classB extendsA { . . .}
classC extendsB { . . .}
classD extendsB { . . .}
classE extendsA { . . .}
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(c) Let t2 be the type ofe2 andt3 that of e3. Using the symbol≤ to denote
subtyping, write down a sufficient set of conditions that the answert to the
previous question must satisfy.
To get the idea for what such conditions should look like, consider the
following example. LetT be the set ofall subtypesof t. This means thatT
must satisfy:

t′ ≤ t ⇒ t′ ∈ T

t′ ∈ T ⇒ t′ ≤ T

(d) With the answers to the previous questions in mind, look at the code for the
Minijava frontend that has been provided. In filesemant.sml , locate the
function that is used to calculate the type of a conditional expression from
the types of its subexpressionse2. What is its name? Can you guess why
the name was chosen like this?Hint: In mathematical terms, the Minijava
subtyping relation is apartial ordering. Given the types ofe2 ande3, what
is the name for the type ofc?e2:e3 using terminology associated with partial
orderings?

(e) The expressionnull is the null-pointer of Java. It can be used where arrays
or objects are expected. Intypes.sml you find the definition of a type
value calledNULLtyp . This is the internal type assigned tonull . This type
has no external equivalent. Explain in 2 or 3 sentences what the purpose of
such a type is. How is it related to other types in the subtyping hierarchy?

2. (Expressing Invariants as Types)

As has been explained in class, ourTree language differs slightly from that used
in our textbook. Instead of makingTEMPandMEMplain expressions (inexp )
we have a separate typelexp for them. There is a new constructor forexp that
carries anlexp , and thestm -constructorMOVEhas been restricted tolexp .
The purpose of this change is to express the invariant ofMOVEbeing restricted
to carrying onlyTEMPor MEMin its first argument.

One of the first steps of dealing withTree values is tolinearize them. A lin-
earized tree (or better: forest) is a list of statements where each statement in the
list satisfies the following additional constraints:

• The use ofSEQandESEQis forbidden.

• The parent of everyCALL is eitherEXPor MOVE.

Using the definition ofstructure Tree (in tree.sml ) as a template, de-
fine a similarstructure LinTree with typesexp , lexp , andstm that
encodes these additional invariants. Obviously, yourexp will not need anESEQ
and yourstm will not need aSEQ. To deal with the invariant concerningCALL,
consider adding a new type in the spirit of howlexp was added.
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